
MIXED LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER*

BY

WALLIE ABRAHAM  HURWITZ

In a previous paper, f the author has defined a mixed J integral equation

as an equation in which an unknown function may be involved under integral

signs operating over regions of different numbers of dimensions and in which

the value of the function at special points may occur. The highest number

of dimensions of any integral was called the order of the equation. A theorem

was proved concerning mixed linear equations of the first order. It is the

purpose of the present paper to give a systematic treatment of this case.§

A complete theory of a special form of such equations, together with interesting

applications to physical problems, has been given by Kneser.||

Mixed linear integral equations are of interest, not only because they present

themselves naturally in the attempt to solve certain problems in connection

with differential equations, but also because they furnish another chapter

in the theory of equations involving linear operations. As might be expected,

they follow closely the analogy of linear algebraic equations and pure linear

integral equations; but the generalizations necessary to exhibit the analogy

are sometimes by no means trivial. Thus, a certain lack of symmetry pointed

out at the close of the earlier paper has now been removed by the device of

considering as adjoint to the given equation (which involves one function as

the only unknown) a system of equations, involving one unknown function

and several unknown constants.

1. We consider the homogeneous mixed linear integral equation

(1) u(x) =T,K^(x)u(£i) 4- j   K(x,s)u(s)ds
- I

* Presented to the Society, December 31, 1912.

t Bull et in of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 18 (1912),

p. 291.
t The term " mixed equation " has been used in a different sense by Bratu, Paris Comp-

tes Rendus, vol. 148 (1909), p. 1370.
§ The next higher case, in which appear integrals over two- and one-dimensional regions,

as well as values of the function at special points, has been studied by Dr. J. Rosenbaum, in a

paper to be published soon.

HRendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 37 (1914),
p. 169. In terms of the notation of the present paper, the special case considered by Kneser

is that in which Kli)(x) = M,K (x, £¡), where the quantities M, are positive constants.
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and the non-homogeneous equation

(2) u(x) =f(x)+T,K^(x)u(Hi)+      K(x,s)u(s)ds.
i—1 Ja

The points £i, £2, • • • , £m are any distinct points of the interval a 3= x Si b.

The given functions /(ar), ÍL(1)(ar), • • • , K(m) (ar) will be assumed to be

continuous, a Si a; = £>; and the function K(x, y) will be assumed to be

continuous, aSiar3i6,a3i¿/3¡o.    We speak of the set of functions

[K(x,y); £»(*), • • • , X(m) (^) ]

as the kernel system of the equations (1), (2). By a solution u(x) we shall

understand without further specification a continuous solution. The solution

u (ar) = 0 of (1) will be termed a trivial solution.

It is convenient to consider with equations (1), (2) the adjoint homogeneous

system of equations

v(y) =I>:) #(£,-, ¿/)4-     v(s)K(s,y)ds,
i=l Ja

(10
„(p) =J2v<-i) KM(ïi) +      v(s)K^(s)ds

i=l Ja
(p = 1, 2, ■••,w)

and the non-homogeneous system

(20

m nfo

v(y) = g (y) +J2v^K(^,y) +      v(s) K(s, y)ds,
1=1 %Ja

m nb

v(p) = gW +Y,vli>KM(b) 4- I   v(s)K^(s)ds
¡=1 Jo

(p = 1,2, •••,m).

Here £/(¿/) is a given continuous function, a Si ¿/ Si 6, and a(1), • • • , a(m)

are given constants. By a solution is understood a system consisting of a

continuous function v(y) and m constants v(1), ■ • • , 7>(m), satisfying the

equations.    We term the solution of (1')

v(y) = 0,        vm = •■• = tjW = 0

a trivial solution. If a number of solutions are so related that a linear combi-

nation of them, not all coefficients being equal to zero, yields a trivial solution,

they are said to be linearly dependent;* otherwise linearly independent.

Let the normal orthogonal sets of principal solutions for K ( x, y ) regarded

as kernel of a pure integral equation be <pi (ar), • ■ •, <pn (x); $i(y), • • • ,

ipn(y); then

* The same constant multipliers must be used for the functions contained in the solutions

as for the sets of constants.
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c
<f>j(x) =   I   K(x, s)4>j(s)ds (¿«1,2, -".n),

^(2/) =  f ij(s)K(s,y)ds (¿«1,2, ...,»),

r0y(*)09(í)d*= r^(*)^(*)d»=(?''í i'

The case in which no principal solutions exist is included by making the

evident interpretation of the symbols involved when n = 0.

There exists a continuous function k (x, y) such thatf

Xb n
K(x, s)k(s, y)ds - JLi'i(x)ypj(y),

r*b n

k(x, y) = K(x, y) +       ¿(a:, s)K (s, y)ds - Y,4>jix)4>j iy) •
Ja j=í

The equation

(3) u(x) =f(x) 4- ]   K(x,s)u(s)ds

has no solutions unless

(4) f ij(s)f(s)ds = 0 (¿ = 1,2, ...,n);
«/a

if this condition is satisfied, solutions exist and may be written in the form

rib n

(5) u(x) =f(x) 4- I   k(x,s)f(s)ds4-J^aj<j>j(x),
Ja j=l

where ai, ■ • ■ , an are constants.    Similarly the equation

(3') v(y) = g(y)4-£v(s)K(s,y)ds

has no solutions unless

(4') J   g(s)<j>j(s)ds = 0 (¿ = 1,2, "-.n);

if this condition is satisfied, solutions exist and may be written in the form

(5') v(y) = g(y)4-  f v(s)k(s, y)ds + î>ylMy),
Ja j=l

where b\, • • • , bn are constants.

2. Theorem I.    Any solution u(x) of (1) is expressible in the form

m r pb -i n

(6) u(x) =T,Ai   7?«(x)+      k(x,s)KW(s)ds\ + TlBjd>j(x),
<=l        L Ja J        j=l

t W. A. Hurwitz, these Transactions, vol. 13 (1912), p. 408.
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where the m + n constants Ai, • ■ •, Am; Bi, • • ■, Bn satisfy the system of

m + n linear algebraic equations:

m /»ft

(7) T,Ai      4>q(s)KW(s)ds = 0 (g = l,2, ...,n),
t=l Ja

m /«i -| n

-Ap + ZAi\ K^(itP)+      k(ïP,s)KU(s)ds    4-£#,•&(&,) =0
t=l L Ja J J=l

(p = 1,2, ••• ,m).

Conversely, if Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Am; Bi, • ■ • , Bn satisfy (7), the function u(x) given

by (6) is a solution of (1).

To prove the first part of the theorem, suppose that (1) possesses a solution

u(x), and write u (£,) = Au we have then

(8) u(x) =J^AiK(i>(x) +  I   K(x,s)u(s)ds.
t=l i/o

Conditions (4) yield the first set of equations (7). If we next write out m (ar)

by use of (5), we have (6), and the substitution of £p for ar then gives the

last set of (7). Conversely, if [Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Am; Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Bn] represents a

solution of (7), then the first set of (7) furnishes a sufficient condition that

u ( x ) should satisfy (8) ; the second set shows that u ( £p ) = Ap, thus identi-

fying (8) with (1).

Corollary I. The correspondence between solutions of (1) and solutions

of (7) is unique.

This statement will be proved if we demonstrate the following:

Corollary II. To a trivial solution of (1) corresponds a trivial solution

of (7) ; and conversely.

That a trivial solution of (7) leads to a trivial solution of (1) is evident from

the form of (6). To prove the other part of the proposition, suppose in (6)

n(ar) = 0; then as u(£p) = Ap,

AP = 0 (p = 1,2, •••,»»),

and
n

0 = Y,Bj<bj(x);
j=i

therefore on account of the linear independence of <pi (x), ■ ■ ■ , <pn(x),

Bq = 0  (q = 1,2, ■••,»).
As an immediate deduction, we have

Corollary III. To linearly independent solutions of (1) correspond linearly

independent solutions of (7) ; and conversely.

3. Turning now to the adjoint system (1'), we find similarly
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Theorem I'.    Any solution [v(y); d(1), • • •, z>(m)] of (1') is expressible in

the form

v(y)=t,Cj^(y)+f:DikUi,y),
(6') í-i <=!
V   ; (P = l,2, ••-,«),

v<*> = Dp

where the m 4- n constants Ci, • • •, Cn; D\, ■ • • , Dm satisfy the system of

m 4- n linear algebraic equations :

n f.b m

T,Cj      rPJ(s)K^(s)ds-Dp4-T/Di\ K^iti)
j'=l        Ja <=1 L

(7') +fk(b,8)K<»'>(8)ds~\ = 0    (p-l,2,.",m),
m

EZ>i0,(îi)=O (5 = 1,2, ••-,«).'9 '

Conversely, if C\, • ■ • , Cn;Di, • ■ ■, Dm satisfy (7'), the system

[v(y); »<», ••■,•«]

griben 6?/ (6') ¿s a solution of (1').

As before, suppose that we have a solution of (1'), and write v(p) = Dp as

in (6').    Then

(8') r>(y)=fJDiK(^iy)+  f v(s) K(s, y)ds.
i=l Ja

The condition (4') that (8') be possible gives the last set of (7'). Then writing

out the value of v (y ) by (5') and also applying the relation between k(x, y)

and K(x, y),

n /.b m

v(y) =ZDi\K(Ci,y)4-       K(Hi,s)k(s,y)ds\4-¿:CjiJ(y)
i=I L »Ai J 3=1

n n       m m

= ZDikil;i>y)4-lZT,DitJiSi)friy) + 'ZCjhiy)
i=l i=l  j~\ j=.\

n m

as demanded by (6'). Substitution of the forms for v(y) and v(p) in the

second equation of (1') now yields the first set of (7'). The converse is also

readily shown, as in the previous case. We have further, in analogy with

the earlier results :

Corollary I. The correspondence between solutions of (V) and solutions

of (I1) is unique.

Corollary II. To a trivial solution of (V) corresponds a trivial solution

of (T) ; and conversely.
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Corollary III. To linearly independent solutions of (V) correspond

linearly independent solutions of (7') ; and conversely.

4. We have thus reduced the study of solutions of (1), (1') to the study

of solutions of the systems of linear homogeneous algebraic equations (7),

(7') respectively. The number of linearly independent solutions is in each

case finite, being limited by the number of equations. Furthermore, the

matrices of the coefficients of (7) and (7') are conjugate.* Thus the existence

of a non-trivial solution of either implies the existence of a non-trivial solution

of the other, and both possess the same number of linearly independent

solutions.    We restate these facts for (1), (1') :

Theorem II. If either equation (1) or system (V) possesses a non-trivial

solution, the other possesses a non-trivial solution; each possesses a finite number

of linearly independent solutions, and the number is the same in both cases.]

5. If we apply the process used in the proof of Theorem I to the non-homo-

geneous equation (2), we obtain in place of (7) a non-homogeneous algebraic

system for Ai, • • ■ , Am; Bi, • • •, Bn, the matrix of the coefficients being

the same as in (7). If (1) possesses no non-trivial solutions, then (7) possesses

no non-trivial solutions; hence the corresponding non-homogeneous algebraic

system possesses one and only one solution, and therefore (2) possesses one

and only one solution. Similarly, we see that if (1') has no non-trivial solu-

tions, (2') has one and only one solution.

From the method just described by which the solutions may be obtained

it is evident that in case the function/(ar) of (2), or the function g(y) and

constants a(1), • • • , gim) of (2') contain parameters, the solutions will be

continuous functions of all variables involved so long as the same is true of

the given functions.

In equation (2), write /(ar) = K(x,y), regarding y as a parameter;

calling the solution u(x) = Q(x,y), we see that in case (1) has no non-

trivial solutions, there exists a continuous function Q(x, y ), such that

(9) Q(x,y) = K(x,y) +4tK^(x)Q(ïi,y) +  f K(x, s)Q(s, y)ds.
¿=1 Ja

Again, writing/(ar) = K^ (ar), we demonstrate the existence of continuous

functions Q(p) (x), such that
m /\b

(10) QM(x) = K^(x) 4-Z#(i)(ar)Q(p)(k) +       K(x, a)Q™ (s)ds.
í=l Ja

In the same manner, writing in (2') g(y) = K (x, y), g(p) = Kip> (x),

* This fact and its consequences justify the designation of the system (1') as adjoint to

the equation (1).

t It may be readily shown that the number v of linearly independent solutions satisfies

the conditior n — m^=i>^=n+m.
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where ar is to be regarded as a parameter, we see that there exist continuous

functions R(x,y), R{p) (x), such that

m r*b

(9')    R(x,y)=K(x,y) + j:RM(x)K(ïi,y)+       R(x, s) K (s, y)ds,
i=l Ja

(100    R(p)(x) = RW(x) +EF(i)Kw(^) 4- I   R(x,s)KW(s)ds.
i=\ Ja

The formulae (9), (10), (90, (100 are generalizations of the familiar resolvent

formulae of pure integral equations. It will shortly be seen that the functions

R and Q are identical; postponing the proof of this fact, we show how the

solutions of (2), (20 may be expressed in terms of them. Starting with

equation (2), which we know to possess a solution, compute directly by

substitution of the right-hand side of (2) for u ( x ) the expression

m r*b

Efíw(i)»(y+       R(x,s)u(s)ds;
p=l Jap=l

after simplifying by use of (90, (100, as in the case of pure integral equations,

we find

m r*b

Y.K®(x)u(ki)+ \   K(x,s)u(s)ds
i=l Ja

m f*b

= Y,R{i)(x)f(ti)+       R(x,s)f(s)ds.
i=l Ja

Hence the solution of (2) is

m /*b

(11) u(x) =f(x)+Y.R^(x)f(h)+  \   R(x,s)f(s)ds.
i=l Ja

Similarly the solution of (2') is given by the formulae:

m nb

Hy) =g(y) +Hg^Q(^,y) +     g(s)Q(s,y)ds,
i=l Ja

(HO
m /»o

„ùo =0ü»+ E?« QV>(li)+      g(s)QM(s)ds
i=\ Ja

(p = 1, 2, •••, m).

We may prove the identity of the functions Q, R, as follows.    Equations

(90, (100 together constitute a system of the form (20, the unknowns being

v(y) = R(x,y),      v™=R™(x),

and the known functions

g(y)=K(x,y),       a<*> = JS>>(ar).

Trans. Am. Math. Soe. 9
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Writing out the solution in the form (11'),

m /.b

R(x,y) = K(x,y) 4-TlK<iHx)Q(!ti,y) 4-      K(x, s)Q(s, y)ds,
i=l Ja

m s*b

RW(x) = K™(x) +T,K^(x)Q^(^i) 4- I   K(x,s)QM(s)ds

(p = 1,2, ■■■ ,m);

but the right-hand sides of these equations are equal respectively to the values

given by (9) and (10) for Q (x, y) and Q(t>) (x).

6. We collect the results just deduced in the following theorem :

Theorem III.    If (1), (1') have no non-trivial solutions, then there exists a

resolvent system

[Q(x,y); Q<*>(x), ■ ••, Q<»> (*)]
to the kernel system

[K(x,y);KV(x), ■■■,K^(x)\,

satisfying the relations

Q(x,y)=K(x,y) + TKM(x)Q(Ci,y)4-      K(x, s)Q(s, y)ds,
i-1 Ja

m /*b

q(x,y)^K(x,y)4-T,Q(i)(x)KUi,y)4-       Q(x, s)K(s ,y)ds,
4=1 Ja

(12)

QM(x) = K^(x)4-f:K<i>(x)QM(ïi)4-  f K(x,s)QM(s)ds,
i—\ Ja

m f*b

Q<*)(x) = Z«(i) 4-T,QW(x)KW(Hi) 4-  I   Q(x,s)K^(s)ds
t=l Ja

(p = 1,2, ■••,m).

Furthermore, (2) possesses one and only one solution:

m /»&

(11) u(x) =/W+ZfW/(í¡)+       Q(x,s)f(s)ds;
¡=1 Ja

and (2') possesses one and only one solution:

Hy)=giy)+Zg'i)Qi^,y) + f g(s)Q(s,y)ds,
1=1 Ja

dl')
m s*b

v™ =g™ + 'Zg<i)Q(p)(iii)4-      g(s)QW(s)ds
i=l Ja

{p = 1, 2, ■■■ ,m).

7. We proceed now to study the case in which (1), (1') possess non-trivial

solutions.    Let a complete set of linearly independent solutions of (1) be

«i ( x ), ■■• ,uv(x).
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By following out the form of proof used ordinarily in replacing a set of functions

by a normal orthogonal set, we see that by proper linear combination the

set of solutions may be made to satisfy the conditions:

(13) r«y(í)«p(»)d»4-£«y(í.)«p(€i) = {?' P*Z'
Ja 1=1 I 1 ,   P  =  7 •

Similarly, it is possible so to choose the v linearly independent solutions of (10 :

W(y)\   v[X),   •••,   »H,

[vi(y);   tf},   ••-,   *•>],

[%(y)\  v?\   ■■■,  &>],

(130 fvy(s)vfi(s)ds + iv^vf = \0'P^y-
Ja i=l I I- >   P  —  7 •

that

Theorem IV.* Corresponding to any complete set of linearly independent

solutions uy(x) (y = 1,2, ■ • •, v) of (1), it is possible to select a set of col-

lections of the form

[Uy(y); Ü»    -.., U™] (7 = 1,2, ...,,)

eacA consisting of one continuous function and m constants, such that

(14) f uy(s)U,(s)ds + tuy(i=i)U? = \°' P*y-
Ja i=l I  !,   P  ~  y •

Corresponding to any complete set of linearly independent solutions

[%(V)\ <\   •••, <°] (7 = 1,2, ...,„)

of (F), it is possible to select a set of continuous functions Vy(x) (y = 1,2,

• • •, v), such that

nb m

(140 Vy(s)vp(s)ds + j:Vy(^)v^ = \
Ja i=l I

0, P + 7-

1, P = 7-

It is sufficient to show that the theorem holds for a single complete set of

solutions of each equation; for to any linear transformation of the functions

uy ( x ) we may evidently choose an appropriate linear transformation of

the sets [ Uy (y); Uyl), ■ ■ • , U^], so that the relations (14) remain unaltered;

and to any linear transformation of the sets [ vy ( y ) ; «^, • • • , v^ ] we may

choose a linear transformation of the functions Vy ( ar ) so that the relations

* The conditions (13), (13'), corresponding to orthogonality, are not sufficient for the

completion of the theory. We therefore establish in Theorem IV certain conditions analogous

to "biorthogonality" of ordinary functions.
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(14') remain unaltered.    We therefore assume that the solutions have been

so selected as to satisfy (13), (13').

Slight consideration shows that the sets of U's may then be selected in a

large variety of ways; for the proof of the theorem it will suffice to assign one

choice satisfying the conditions.    This is accomplished by taking

(15) TJp(y)=u9(y),        Uf = «,(&).

Similarly for the second part of the theorem take

m i*b

(15') V9(x) =Y,K^(x)vf4- \   K(x,s)vp(s)
i=l Ja

8. Theorem V.    There exists a pseudo-resolvent system

[Q(x,y); QO>iz),  ■■■, Q™(x)]

to the kernel system

[K(x,y); K°>iz), ■■■, K«*(x)],
such that

m

Q(x,y) =K(x,y)+T,K«>(x)Q(Zi,y)

ds.

P v

4-  \   K(x,s)Q(s,y)ds ~Y,Vy(x) vy(y),
Ja Y=1

m

Q(x,y) =K(x,y)4-Y,Q'i)ix)K(ti,y)
i=l

fb vQ(x,s)K(s,y)ds - T,uy(x)Uy(y),
v=i

QM {x)   =  K(P) {x)  + gZ(0 {x) Q(P) (£.)
i=l

+ fK(x,s)QM(s)ds-£vy(x)éf,
Ja y~í

QM(x) = KV>(x) 4-f,q^(x)K^(b)

f Q(x,8)K^(8)ds-Íluy(x)ü^)
Ja 7=1

1=1

Ï"

(p = 1, 2, ■■■ ,m)

The proof is similar to that used by the author in the case of pure integral

equations.*    Define the new kernel system:

* Loc. cit., p. 408.
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L(x,y) =K(x,y)-t/Vy(x)Uy(y),
v=i

(17)

Z»(ar) = K^(x) -1tvy(x)U™        (p = 1,2, •••,,»).

By (17), (1), (F), (14), (140, we have the identities:

nfo m

(18) L(x,s)ul,(s)ds + TlLM(x)ul,(ti) = w„(ar) - V,(x)
Ja 1=1

(p = 1, 2, ■••, v);

(180

f vp(8)L(s,y)d8 + î,tfL(Zt,y) = vp(y) - U,(y),
Ja i=l

v9(s) L<»> (s ) ds + E «,° ¿(p) ( £,) = <p) - L™
a i=l

(p = 1,2, •••,»;   p - 1,2, •••,»»).

An equation of the same form as (1') with the kernel system (17):

m /»ft

u(x) — ̂ L(i) (x)u(^i) +  I   L(x,s)u(s)ds
1=1 Ja

has no non-trivial solution.    For from this equation follows by (180, on

applying to both sides the operation indicated by

n>b m

I   vp(s)u(s)ds + ZH0«(£»),
Ja 1=1

/-»ft OT

(19) Up(s)u(s)ds + T,Upi)u(Çi) = 0     (p-1,2, ■••,>).

the relation
-.4

Substituting in the integral equation the values of the new kernel system

and simplifying by (19), we find that

m /»ft

u(x) = E-Kw(*)«(&) 4- I   K(x,s)u(s)ds.
1=1 Ja

Hence u ( x ) is a linear combination of «i ( a; ), • • •, uv ( x ) :

Ti ( X )   = Cl Ml ( X )  +   ■ ■ •   + C„ Uv ( X ) .

By (14),
fb m

U„(s)u(s)ds + TlUpi)u(Çi) = c,    (p = 1,2, .•■,,),
i=i

and by (19),
cp = 0 (p = 1,2, ••■,»)•

Thus m ( ar ) is identically zero, as we wished to show.

Since there are no non-trivial solutions for the kernel system
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[L(x,y); LV(x),  •••, L™(x)],

there exists a resolvent system

[Qi*,v)i Qmix), ■■■, Qlm)ix)],
such that

m sib

Q(x,y) = L(x,y) 4-Y,L^(x)Q(Hi,y) 4-       L(x, s)Q(s, y)ds,
i=l Ja

m s*b

Q(x,y) = L(x,y) 4-YlQ(i)(x)L(¡;i, y) 4-       Q(x, s)L(s, y)ds,
i=l Jo

(20)v       ' m nb

QW(x) = L^ (x) 4-Y.L^ (x)Q^ (Hi) +      L(x,s)QM(s)ds,
%=i Ja

m rib

QM(x) = LM (x) 4-Y,Q,^ (x)L^ (Zi) 4-      Q(x,s)LW(s)ds
i=l Ja

(p = 1,2, •••,m).

To the first equation apply the operation indicated by

vp(s)Q(s,y)ds4-Zv(;)Qtti,y);

after simplifying by (18'), we find

r*h m

(21) Up(s)Q(s,y)ds + T,U™Q(Ci,y)=vl>(y)-Up(y)
Ja ¿=1

(p = l,2, •••,*).

Writing out the values of the ¿'s in the first equation of (20), and simplifying

by (21), we have the first equation of (16).    An entirely analogous set of

operations on the third equation of (20) yields the third equation of (16).

Again, operate on the second and fourth equations of (20) as indicated by

/*b m

Q(x,s)up(s)ds4-ZQ(i)ix)up(ïi);
Ja =1

simplifying by (18), we have

sib m

Q(x,s)V,(s)ds4-ZQ'Hx)V0(ïi) =u„(x)- U„(x)
Ja í=l

(p = i,2, •••,„);

substituting this result in the forms obtained by writing out the values of

the L's in the second and fourth equations of (20), we have the second and

fourth equations of (16).

9. By means of the pseudo-resolvent system we can complete the theory

of the solution in the non-homogeneous case, as follows:
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Theorem VI.    In order that (2) possess a solution it is necessary and sufficient

that

fb m
vy(s)f(s)ds + Tíify<)f(^i) = 0       (7 = 1,2, ...,,)•

1=1

If this condition is satisfied, every solution may be written in the form:

m /»ft v

u(x) =f(x) 4-EQ(,)(ar)/(?i) +      Q (ar, s)f(s)ds + E cy uy (ar).
i=.\ Ja 7=1

Theorem VF.    In order that (2') possess a solution it is necessary and

sufficient that Xb m
g(s)uy(s)ds + T,g(i) uy(&) =0    («r-1,2, •••,»).

1=1

If this condition is satisfied, every solution may be written in the form:

m s*b v

'v(y) =g(y)+Y,g{i)Q(b,y) + \ g(s)Q(s,y)ds+ Y,cyvy(y),
7 = 1 \J a Y=l

m r*b y

vw = gw +Zg^Q(p)(iii)+     g(s)QlpHs)ds + Hcy^)
1=1 Ja 7=1Y"

(P = 1, 2, •••, m).

The proof of these two theorems follows the same lines as that of the corre-

sponding developments in the case of pure equations.*

* W. A. Hurwit2i, loc. cit., p. 409.

Cornell University,

July, 1914.


